
Text of the review: 
Entry speakers always have to struggle with the same problem: 
How can we save costs? With the German Maestro AS 6508 (EUR 
140,-) (= German Retail Price) it is certain that the red pencil shall 
not be hearable. 
Thus the engineers from Obrigheim focused their selves on a simply 
designed x-over without tweeter protection and –level adjustment 
and an unspectacular metal woofer basket. But instead they inves-
ted in a high quality tweeter and tried to get out of the system as 
maximum SPL as possible. And they did this successful, because 
in our laboratory this system - consisting of a 6,5” cone made from 
a polypropylene composite - sets benchmarks in its price-class. 
Only the Rodek (System) defied the AS 6508.
Also the tweeter knows how to please: The AT 30 consisting of a 
made in Obrigheim dome from pure titanium, took example from 
their bigger German Maestro brothers providing exemplary radia-
tion. So in our listening chamber the tweeter “added wings” to the 
system. And due to its detailed sound performance combined with 
its vivid kind of gait, the AS 6508 was pushed to the top - sharing 
this with Focal.
By the way: With the system manifold installation material is inclu-
ded as well as two fashionably designed woofer grills.
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Fact Box:
 
AS 6508          
EUR 140,- (= German Retail)
Distribution: Maestro  
Badenia, german-maestro.de
Neckarstrasse 20, 74847 
Obrigheim 

Top & Flop
+ high SPL Reserves
+ installation friendly tweeter
+ good sound performance  
- simple x-over 

Measurements
> Total efficiency (2 V/1 m):  
 83,5dB“
> Max. SPL at 100-Hz- 
 third-band: 104,1 dB
> Max. SPL at 50-Hz- 
 third-band:   93,9 dB
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Headline: The Entry Model German Maestro AS6508  
shall provide much SPL – Goal achieved!  

Quality
> Sound (28 from 50 points) 28 points in total

Technology: 33 points in total
> Max. Bass SPL (18 from 20 points)
> Equipment (11 from 20 points)
> Workmanship (7 from 10 points)  

Overall Rating: Top Class (6 stars from maximum 6 stars)

Picture: X-over
Basic equipment: The AS 6508 x-over simply aligns the frequen-
cies to tweeter and woofer, nothing else. 

Picture: Woofer Backside
Simple: The woofer looks unspectacular, but the measurement 
results caused quite a stir.

Picture: Measurement Results
Frequency Response
Very good frequency response, system has good reach down to 
low frequencies. Also out of axis relatively uncritical


